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If you're a coffee-lover, creating a place to brew and enjoy a cup of java is easy, innovative, and fun. You don't have to be a construction pro or spend a lot of money. Use your imagination and repeat objects from all over your home to set up a unique, custom version of the perfect coffee bar. Show off your favorite coffee-
inspired décor or try your arts-and-craft skills to build your version of a caffeine-dream café. Who do you say should hide your favorite coffee cups in a cabinet? Hang a shelf to display it. Or use a kitchen wall tray originally designed for hanging pots and pans. Add hooks to thweiled shutter blocks, then adjust them to
match your décor, be it shabby chic or clean contemporary. Create a shaded box-type display for your coffee mug collection. You can find unfinished versions of compartment shadow boxes at your local hobby shop. Add a frame and some colorful paint to create a one-of-a-kind display. Short of floor or counter space?
Make your own coffee-bar-on-wheels using a cocktail cart. The shelves provide visible storage for all your coffee paraphernalia, plus, you can easily move it on cleaning days or relocate it if you change your décor. Look for metal or wooden versions and paint them to add color to your coffee corner. Add carts to store
pods and other essentials. Bookshelfs are generally a single, wall-mounted shelf, while bookcases are freestanding pieces with multiple shelves. One of these items can be used to produce an amazing coffee bar. Paint them with your color of choice or try a distressed-wood painting technique for a rustic vibe. Add
energy-efficient LED reel lights to light up your creation. A removable backing reveals a sticky strip that lets you place the lights wherever you want. If you're looking for a focal point to tie your coffee decoration together, nothing works as well as a decorative, DIY sign. Choose a family motto, a personal perspective, or a
saying that sums up your love for the magic brown bean. Use materials you find around the house. Reclaimed wood provides the perfect canvas. You can even make stencils to create your inspired revelation. Many coffee lovers place their coffee machines on the counter. Take things a few steps further and show a
portion of the counter space as your official coffee bar area. Start with a handy coffee mug tree to display your favorites. Add shelling if you have wall space above the area to store Barista tools, syrups, and other coffee essentials. If not, store your essentials in decorative crects or canisters. The beauty of floating shelves
is that they fit just about anywhere you want to put them. Shelf kits are easy to install and affordable for most budgets. With this creations do not need to convert a piece of furniture or record workspace on your counter. Floating shelves come in a of shapes and styles, but they also have weight limits, so keep that in
mind. Some need tools, others don't. They're a perfect way to create a freestanding coffee bar or to add storage above a counterstyle coffee bar. If you love the tranquillity of minimalist décor, there's no reason you can't reflect it with your coffee bar space. Focus on white as the dominant color and add splashes of color
to make your brew area doll. You'll find coffee makers in a wide range of colors. Canisters are a perfect fit for holding coffee pods and add to the minimalist feel. Repeat an unused or garage-sale piece of furniture for the bar itself and paint it in a bright shade of white to complete the design. Take your claim for a coffee
station area using chalkboard paint to define it. This ingenious paint allows you to turn just about any surface into one you can write on. Use painter's tape to share an area you designated for the coffee bar. You'll find a massive array of chafing board paint colors available, so you don't have to stick to the traditional black
or green you remember from your school days. It is easy to apply over a previously painted wall or an unrefed surface. Best of all, you can write on the surface, then clean it off, just like a chafing board. KatarzynaBialasiewicz/Getty Images Let your imagination run wild and create a rolling coffee cart. Whether you love
hot industrial, urban, modern, contemporary or traditional indoor décor styles, you can build a DIY rolling coffee cart to reflect your taste. No material is off limits, as long as the surface is washable. Creative coffee lovers have chosen unique components such as pipes from a local hardware store, reclaimed wood, old
amounts and drawers to create their mobile coffee carts. You can even take a stationary cart and add some wheels at the bottom to make it rollable. nito100/Getty Images A coffee bar doesn't necessarily have to be a separate piece of furniture and you don't have to put up shelves to create a coffee n corner. Storage
cabinet and floor space. Convert a kitchen cupboard from a storage space to a full-on functional solution to house your coffee gear. If your closet has removable shelves, try adding a pinboard to the back wall for hanging tools and cups. You can even add pullout racks for functional, additional convenience.
AleksandarNakic/Getty Images Courtesy For me, the best part of any given day is pulling my apartment to one of the coffee shops nearby. I vary the venue depending on my particular mood or craving -- one has a better cold brew (which is probably moon than rocket fuel), another has better oat milk—but the sentiment
remains the same. It's a ritual, a necessary step in daily to-do list that has less to do with the actual coffee than with the playlist recommendations and friendly rapport with the You may not be able to repeat those impromptu conversations while you're confined to your home, but if you're itching for a properly brewed cup of
joe, here's the gear you need to make coffee worthy of that five-dollar price tag in your own kitchen. Ad – Continue reading under 1 The Beans humphreysstreet.com $20.00 Starting with the right coffee bean is essential, and buying whole beans instead of ground kids helps keep the coffee fresh longer. It also allows you
to adjust the grind for the specific cup of coffee you make. I'm partially to Humphreys Street, but most coffee shops sell their beans online, so now is the perfect time to support your local joint. 2 The Grinder Stelton food52.com $52.00 The coffee grinder is arguably the most important step in the process. How coarse or
how fine you grind depends on the bean itself - has no fear, most bags come with some guidance. Grind too coarsely and you will over-extract the flavor, leading to a sour taste. Too fine and you'll wind up with a bitter, somewhat tasteless cuppa. 3 The One-Stop Espresso Machine williams-sonoma.com $799.95 I'm not
saying you need a world-class espresso machine if all you are after is a simple cup of coffee. However, if you're looking for an all-in-one machine that can tackle a latte or Americano or anything espresso-based, a heavy device with built-in amenities can be just what you're after. 4 A hot and cold milk frother A cappuccino
is nothing without its foam, and to achieve the perfect finish, you need a milkshare at hand. Some espresso machines have this tool built in, but this one from Food52 is a great stand-alone option. While you're at it, try your hand at some latte art—it's all in the wrist. 5 The Pour-Over Kit Everything You Need to Make
Pour-Over Coffee fellowproducts.com $199.00 For Those Looking For A Simpler Approach, Can I Set a Cast-Over? The hand version of a drip coffee maker, throw-overs gives you complete control over your cup. From water temperature to brewing time, this kit lets coffee be made with your exact specifications in mind.
6 For a group If it's a two- (or three- or four-) cup day, try a French press, made for bulk bundles. This sleek glass design of Yield ensures your coffee will stay warm all the way through that third Zoom call of the morning. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Advertisement – Continue reading below There is a war in coffee right now. On the one hand, you have the coffee geeks, craft every cup with artisanal tools and amazing care. On the other you have the
automation-hungry, the K-cup users, the people who have a in a coffee maker before running out the door with an anemic cup of brown caffeine. Could there be a future in which each side came along? Maybe.The Bonaverde coffee maker ($250-$500), just launched on Kickstarter, boasts a mighty promise. It won't just
brew your coffee, and it won't just grind your coffee. It will toast, grind and brew your coffee, start with hard green beans straight from the farm and end up with crisp, toasty liquid in your cup. It's basically your favorite pretentious coffee shop, minus the suspenders and mustaches, squeezed into a machine sitting on your
counter. Hans Stier, founder of Bonaverde, was kind enough to answer my own onslaught to questions. Because while grinding and brewing systems already exist, most work poorly for the same reason most drip coffee machines fail: The drip doesn't give the grounds properly time to steep evenly and the water isn't hot
enough to get full flavor withdrawal. This is your favorite pretentious coffee shop, minus the suspenders, squeezed on your counter. Stier promises that the water in its machine runs at 194°F through its magical tropical rainforest unit, which will sprinkle the freshly ground coffee powder into a round system that guarantees
the best and equal water of the surface. [Ed note: it works a lot like throwing over.] So far so good. The hard part, actually, wasn't dealing with the water, and it wasn't dealing with the grid. For Stier's team, the machine's biggest challenge was the menace. It freaked me out every time I went to Korea, Stier says.
Seriously, when we set German engineers how the grinder should work in what angle and with what parts in which dimensions, I came back from Seoul with another 5, 10, or 20 prototypes that would bring new problems. For example, Stier says Germany's Mahlkönig company produces large grinders, but integrating any
third-party component into a small kitchen allowance like ours always showed acquisition, sharing quality and sync issues. On the other hand: It's the fun for it! What one might expect — that the industry's first automatic grid brewer would have issues with the roster-side Stier wasn't looted. While optimal timetable times



and temperatures can vary for beans from any given region (or, much like handling wine grapes, microclimate), the company's solution is to recommend certain beans they have tested internally, corresponding to simple, automated grid profiles. Certainly, each user can adapt the profile to his needs, Stier explains, but the
machine really aims to make home grid accessible to the broad consumer market. That said, what could be most disruptive about the Bonaverde coffee machine isn't the way it impacts homebreaking; it can use the on which it impacts the entire coffee trading system. Suppose they can scale scale the mass market, and
others in the industry have copied the approach, the floodgates could open to any home coffee brewer to buy beans straight from the producer. If we enable you to order directly from the producer, there will simply be no need to give two-thirds of the money to a brand that does nothing but gridlock, which you can do
better and more sustainably at home, Stier argues. We return the value to those that create the most value. Guess some people won't like it. In a coffee culture that the champions, in which rosters both tout and market Fair Trade beans (or condemn Fair Trade because their trade is even fairer), a direct-buy option can
shift market power tremendously. But truth be told, Bonaverde has at least one last hurdle to overcome: The general industrial design is absolutely abhorrent, as is one of those cheap, repurrespected old-fashioned radios that appeared everywhere during the holidays, retrofitted with a pot that was grabbed from the parts
shelf of a factory in Shenzhen. The design feels crowdsourced (and actually, that is). While that approach may work, here, you see there's no visual thesis at stake - nothing that teases the brilliance behind the paneling that, by the way, leads your eyes nowhere. It's just this bold piece of industrialized crap dreamed up by
recording a lazy algorithm too much prominence in the saddest of kitchens. But hey! If it works —if you can really roast, grind, and brew the perfect cup of coffee with press of a button—there's always room for a prettier version two. And at this point, Bonaverde has more than enough work on his plate to ensure a single
machine can roast, grind, and brew coffee as well as a home a barista loaded with discrete weapons and its own real-time discretion. I certainly don't envy the task. Order it in advance here. Here.
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